Newsflash

Bosch Secure Truck Parking expands to Spain
Booking platform for truck parking now also available in
Southern Europe
 Bosch expands its network for bookable truck parking lots by seven areas
in Spain.
 Another step to meet the high demand for safe parking spaces in Europe.
 180 additional secure parking spaces can now be booked via the Bosch
platform.
Frankfurt am Main, Germany, and Madrid, Spain – Secure truck parking
spaces are in shorty supply with recent studies reporting a shortage of some
400,000 secure parking spaces across the EU. Bosch Service Solutions, a
provider for technology-based services, established a platform to address this
issue. Called Bosch Secure Truck Parking, the platform integrates existing
parking spaces in car parks, commercial parks, and other areas, and makes
them available digitally to forwarders. Bosch Secure Truck Parking has
recently been launched in Southern Europe and now includes seven new
locations in Spain. “According to the Transported Asset Protection Association
(TAPA), Spain is one of the countries with a three-digit freight theft rate, which
explains a high demand for parking spaces with security equipment", says
Carlos de Ubieta, Business Development Manager for Bosch Service
Solutions in Spain. “We are delighted to provide a total of 180 secure parking
spaces with these new locations."
Areas from Pamplona to Seville
The seven new locations are spread over different regions in Spain: The
biggest parking area with 120 parking spaces is in Aranjuez near the Spanish
capital Madrid. Four other parking lots are in the northeast of Spain: in
Pamplona, Tudela, Pedrola near Zaragoza and in Vitoria-Gasteiz. A further
location is near Valladolid northwest of Madrid and near Seville in the
southwest of Spain. Whether in the vicinity of the French border, on the route
to Portugal or Andalusia, all parking lots are located at important logistical
interfaces in Spain’s freight traffic.
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Comprehensive safety equipment
All new parking areas meet high security standards: they are fenced,
illuminated, equipped with surveillance cameras, and have access control and
a 24-hour monitoring service. Furthermore, they all have sanitary facilities.
Forwarders and drivers can find out more about the available facilities on the
Bosch Secure Truck Parking website or via a dedicated app. The portal can
also see whether there are additional amenities such as accommodation or
restaurants and shops. The website will soon also be available to truckers and
drivers in Spanish.
Growing network – Company is looking for new partners
Bosch Secure Truck Parking has around 90 parking areas throughout Europe.
In addition to the booking platform, the company also advises on security and
service solutions for the logistics industry. Depending on the requirements,
when equipping sites, Bosch meets common European security certificates
such as the certifications of the Transported Asset Protection Association
(TAPA) or EU parking standards, developed by the European Commission.
“We plan to continue to grow in Europe. To make this possible, we are looking
for cooperation partners in all European countries who want to rent out their
parking spaces via our platform or make areas with suitable infrastructure
usable as truck parking spaces", explains Dr. Jan-Philipp Weers, Head of
Bosch Secure Truck Parking. "We can only tackle the problems in the
European logistics industry together."

Info box: Bosch Secure Truck Parking
Bosch Secure Truck Parking provides technology-based security and service
solutions for the logistics sector. The focus is on the digital booking platform for
truck parking spaces, which allows freight forwarders and drivers to book and
pay for parking spaces online. In addition, Bosch creates and implements
secure and digital parking solutions across Europe, including video surveillance
by the Bosch Monitoring Center. For further Information, please visit:
https://www.bosch-secure-truck-parking.com

Captions:
Press photo #1: From now on, secure truck parking spaces in Spain can be
booked via Bosch Secure Truck Parking. Seven areas from Pamplona to Seville
are now part of the network.
Press photo #2: Bosch Secure Truck Parking digitally provides truck parking
spaces for truck depots, trucking companies, and other companies. As with car
sharing, logistics companies help each other - everyone involved benefits from
this.
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Press photo #3: Many Bosch Secure Truck Parking areas have high safety
standards. Such Areas as here in Frechen, Germany, are fenced, illuminated,
monitored by video and can only be accessed through a barrier.
Contact Bosch Secure Truck Parking in Spain:

Carlos de Ubieta
Phone: +34(680)664278
Email: carlos.ubieta@es.bosch.com
Contact person for press inquiries:
Talitha Strickler
Phone: +49 69 7562-1681
Bosch Service Solutions is a leading global supplier of Business Process Outsourcing for
complex business processes and services. Using the latest technology and the Internet of
Things, the Bosch division develops integrated and innovative service solutions in the areas of
Mobility, Monitoring, and Customer Experience. Around 10,000 associates at 27 locations
support national and international customers in around 40 languages, primarily from the
automotive, travel and logistics sectors as well as information and communication technology.
Additional information is available online at www.boschservicesolutions.com
Twitter: @BoschServSol
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